MISSI 2018 is an international scientific biennial conference for research on the field of Multimedia and Network Systems. Its 11th edition will be held from 12 till 14 September, 2018 in Wroclaw, Poland. The aim of the conference is to provide an internationally respected forum for research on the theoretical or practical aspects of work the mentioned above areas. Papers are invited from prospective authors with interests on the indicated conference topics or on related areas. Contributions from industry and commerce are very welcome and will be presented during the traditional Industrial Session.

MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS: Visual Information, Virtual and Augmented Reality

MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS: Speech, Audio, and Voice Interactions

WEBSYSTEMS AND NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES

Important Dates
- Paper submission deadline (STRICT!): May 6, 2018
- Notification of acceptance: May 24, 2018
- Final paper deadline: May 31, 2018
- Registration & payment: May 31, 2018
- Conference: September 12–14, 2018

Organized by
Wrocław University of Science and Technology

Supported by

Under the Honorary Patronage of

Contact
- Website: http://missi.pwr.edu.pl
- E-mail: missi@pwr.edu.pl

Panel discussion is planned to be held in the spectacular surroundings of the Silver Mountain Fort (pl. Fort Srebrna Góra). The complex is located on the heights of the Sudetes Mountains (pl. Sudety), a body which forms a natural border between the Kłodzko Valley and the Silesian Lowlands. It is composed of six forts, several bastions, and associated elements. It is a rare example of a mountain stronghold and is commonly called a “Gibraltar of Silesia”. The fortress was never captured by the enemy while besieged.

Venue
The Conference venue is Wroclaw, a city with many tourist attractions. Wroclaw is conveniently situated in equal distance to Warsaw, Berlin and Prague.